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A widow
Stanley Kubrick was 
an American film  
director, screenwriter, 
producer, and editor. 
He is regarded as one 
of the greatest 

filmmakers of all time.
Widow solution 1
Stanley Kubrick was 
an American film  
director, screenwriter, 
producer, and editor. 
He is regarded as  
one of the greatest 
filmmakers of all time.

Widow solution 2
Stanley Kubrick was 
an American film  
director, screenwriter, 
producer, and editor. 

He is regarded as  
one of the greatest 
filmmakers of all time.

Widows and orphans

Named such to describe type that is stranded 
and alone – away from the rest of the pack. 
They are very ugly and make reading text difficult.

A widow is a line at the end of a paragraph that 
falls at the beginning of the following page or 
column; separated from the rest of the text.

Ugly huh?

On the right, option 1 is our easy solution; I’ve simply increased 
the length of this narrow column, meaning that my text runs  
over just one column rather than the two we started with.  
That, however may not be possilbe in the space that you are 
working in, so in the second example I’ve embraced that we’re 
running over two columns and split the text to run over both to 
achieve a greater sense of balance.

An orphan
Kubrick’s films, typically adaptations of novels 
or short stories, were noted for their “dazzling” 
and unique cinematography, attention to detail 
to achieve realism and inspired use of music 
scores.

Orphan solution
Kubrick’s films, typically adaptations of 
novels or short stories, were noted for their 

“dazzling” and unique cinematography, 
attention to detail to achieve realism and 
inspired use of music scores.

To address this orphan, we’ve had to turn our attention to earlier 
in the paragraph. Dropping a word to the next line at the start of 
a paragraph can have an impact on where a word sits at the end 
of the paragraph. Here, I dropped the word ‘novels’ down onto 
the second line. This had a knock-on affect and pushed “inspired 
use of music” onto the last line – solving the problem.

Here, our orphan is the word ‘scores’. It looks ugly by itself on 
the last line of the paragraph.

An orphan generally refers to a word, or very short 
two-or-three-word line, that appears by itself on it’s  
own line at the end of a paragraph.

An orphan can be essentially the same as a  
widow, but in reverse: a paragraph-opening line 
that appears by itself at the bottom or a page  
or column. 


